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Abstract

This thesis examines the intersection between sex, gender, and armed conflict through an analysis of the female combatant experience. It combines anecdotal evidence and quantitative data from various armed conflicts within the past 50 years to reveal how sexism and gendered conceptions of war influence all aspects of the experience of women and girl combatants. Recognizing sexism as a major player in the recruitment, wartime treatment, demobilization, and reintegration of women and girl combatants, it identifies disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration programs as intervention points where gender-aware planning and implementation can improve outcomes for female combatants in the transition to peace.
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Introduction

Warfare is, nevertheless, the one human activity from which women, with the most insignificant exceptions, have always and everywhere stood apart ... If warfare is as old as history and as universal as mankind, we must now enter the supremely important limitation that it is an entirely masculine activity.¹

The author of this quote, the late John Keegan, was “widely considered to be the pre-eminent military historian of his era.”² He held a lecturing position at the Royal Military Academy in England for 25 years, was awarded a visiting fellowship by Princeton University, and authored 20 books on warfare.³ Keegan’s quote exemplifies how dominant voices in the field of war and conflict studies espouse gender-based expectations about war that create and maintain difficult situations for female combatants during and after conflict. Sexism and gendered conceptions about the relationship between women and girls and political violence imbues nearly all elements of a female combatant’s experiences, from the onset of armed conflict, through the duration of the conflict, and into peacetime. Sexism creates the conditions under which women and girls are recruited into non-state armed groups (NSAGs), determines the roles they hold while in non-state armed groups, is responsible for the sexual violence they endure during war, explains their virtual absence in peace negotiations, contributes to their exclusion from disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programs (DDR), presents challenges for

³ Ibid.
them while in DDR programs, and in part, determines their outcomes in the peace process.

Keegan’s “insignificant exceptions” include the uncountable number of women and girls that have taken up arms or supported those who have taken up arms in conflicts around the world. They are Las Soldaderas, the female soldiers of the Mexican Revolution whose contributions led to greater gender equality in Mexico. They are YPJ, the all-female battalion of YPG that played a crucial role in rescuing and protecting thousands of Yazidis trapped on Mount Sinjar in 2014 and liberating Kobanî in 2015. They are the women and girls who not only deal with bullets and bombs but also rampant sexism and abuse.

This paper describes in detail how sexism influences the experience of female combatants in non-state armed groups. The first half of the paper examines how sexism affects female combatants in non-state armed groups during wartime. It presents feminist theories on the relationship between women, girls, and political violence, analyzes the patterns of women and girl’s recruitment and participation into non-state armed groups, and describes the experiences of female combatants in armed groups. The second half of the paper describes how sexism pervades the peace process and disadvantages female combatants relative to their male counterparts. It outlines the concept of DDR, describes the difficulties faced by female combatants during the DDR process, and presents suggestions for creating gender-aware DDR programs.

---

Chapter I: Women, Girls, and Conflict: Dominant Feminist Theories

There are two camps of feminist theories that attempt to explain women’s participation (or lack thereof) in political violence. The theories in each camp are informed by widely-held, gendered perceptions of women and violence, unified into a theory, and then used to reinforce such perceptions. These perceptions and assumptions in turn affect how female participants in political violence, namely female combatants, are treated by their male counterparts, their local communities, and the international community.

Egalitarian and emancipatory theories posit that in order for women to be liberated within peacetime society, they must fight equally with their male counterparts on the battlefield. Judith Hicks Stiehm, a western feminist that within this camp, advocates for women’s assumption of the role of protector and rejection of the role as the helpless or protected. Liberal western feminists believe that women can only gain equal rights with men if they fulfill civic duties equal to men, namely the duty to serve in armed forces. The theory, therefore, serves as both a normative judgment on why women should engage in political violence and a positive statement explaining why women who have taken up arms have made that choice. In opposition to such theories is the argument that, as peace activist April Carter writes, because the military is a macho enterprise with a tradition of “despis[ing] effeminacy (e.g. by using the word “ladies” and “girls” as slurs to motivate soldiers in training) and because “women in war traditionally serve as victims

---

6 Ibid.
and appendages to men,” true liberation for all women and girls cannot be accomplished through promoting gender equality on the battlefield. Carter concedes that individual female combatants might enjoy marginal gains during wartime, such as the ability to exercise leadership over a unit, but these opportunities are almost always offset by the abuse female combatants suffer at the hands of both the enemy and their fellow soldiers.

The second dominant feminist theory of women (and girls) and war is feminist pacifist theory. This theory asserts that women have a natural tendency toward peace and away from violence and militarism because of their biological and sociocultural roles in “creating and nurturing life.” Women should, therefore, participate in peacebuilding and not in political violence. Feminist pacifist theory underpinned women’s anti-war movements throughout the 20th century and continues to underlie the work of women’s groups opposing militarism in the 21st century. One such group is Code Pink: Women for Peace whose mission “to end U.S. wars and militarism, support peace and human rights initiatives, and redirect our tax dollars into healthcare, education, green jobs and other life-affirming programs” clearly embodies feminist pacifist theory. This theory, too, is not without opposition. First, the biological determinism in which feminist pacifist theory is based fails to account for the influence of culture and upbringing on an individual’s propensity for violence. Second, the theory over-applies certain features of motherhood, such as the desire to protect one’s children, to women’s attitudes toward political violence. Just because a woman wants to protect her own children does not mean she

---

7 Consider, for example, the pervasive sexism in the United States military; Ibid., 35.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid., 36.
12 Ibid., 36.
necessarily wants to protect the world’s children by advocating world peace. Third, as explained by feminist scholars including Jean Bethke Elshtain, feminist pacifist theory fails to consider the constraints that influence women’s decision-making during war. In a world fraught with near-constant conflict, women might at times be required to participate in political violence to fulfill their roles as citizens even if, as feminist pacifist theory argues, violence is incompatible with their maternal instincts and peaceful nature.\textsuperscript{13}

The normative elements of feminist pacifist theory give way to narratives that attempt to explain why women who choose to engage in political violence do so. Operating on the biologically deterministic assumption that women are peaceful, nurturing, maternal creatures, these narratives characterize female participants in political violence as “failed” members of society and “failed” women.\textsuperscript{14} Sjoberg and Gentry elucidate three of the dominant narratives around violent women: the “mother,” “monster,” and “whore” narratives. According to the first narrative, violent women are moved to violence by “a need to belong, a need to nurture, and a way of taking care of and being loyal to men.” They are the embodiment of “motherhood gone awry.”\textsuperscript{15} Per the second narrative, a violent woman is “insane, in denial of [her] femininity, [and] no longer woman or human.”\textsuperscript{16} A narrative particularly damaging to the understanding of women’s agency in war, the “monster” narrative rejects any notion that women engaged in violence are rational or assume culpability for their choices. Lastly, the “whore”

\textsuperscript{13} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{14} BBMH, Introduction, paragraph 5
\textsuperscript{15} Caron E. Gentry and Laura Sjoberg, Beyond Mothers, Monsters, Whores: Thinking About Women’s Violence in Global Politics (London, UK: Zed Books, 2015), introduction, paragraph 25.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
narrative blames women’s violence on “the evils of female sexuality at its most intense or its most vulnerable.” Violent women are described as having an “extreme and brutal sexuality,” being depraved and “wrought from the inability to please men,” or used as “men’s sexual pawns and possessions.”

While both theories have their merits, they also contribute to an inaccurate or incomplete understanding of women’s choices and experiences during war. Egalitarian theories recognize that the choice of some women to participate in political violence is a result of rational behavior motivated by ideology, in particular, a desire for liberation, and not hypersexuality or “motherhood gone awry” as narratives informed by feminist pacifist theory would suggest. Yet, these theories largely ignore the sexism and abuse female participants in political violence must face. On the other hand, feminist pacifist theory acknowledges the crucial role women play in peacebuilding but classifies women who are engaged in violence as failed women. As discussed previously, both theories fuel assumptions about the role of women and girls during war. They affect noncombatants’ understanding of female combatants’ decision-making processes, experiences, and challenges in a way that has significant consequences for female combatants as they disarm, demobilize, and reintegrate into their communities.

\[17\] Ibid.
Chapter II: Recruitment of Women and Girls in Non-state Armed Groups

Identifying the Female Combatant

In the literature on conflict, many different terms, some more biased than others, are used to describe women and girls in armed groups. For the purpose of this analysis, the term “female combatant” refers to any individual who is biologically female and is a member of a non-state armed group.18 As defined by scholar Dyan Mazurana, a non-state armed group is an “organized non-state [group] that has taken up arms to challenge the state or another non-state armed group over control—or the state’s or another non-state armed groups’ attempt to hold a monopoly of control—of political, economic, natural, territorial, and/or human resources.”19

Women and girls in non-state armed groups do not have to be involved in combat activities to be considered “female combatants.” Most women and girls in non-state armed groups who hold support roles as spies, porters, cooks, messengers, sex slaves, mine-clearers, administrators or other non-combat roles, or are dependents of members of non-state armed groups, are also considered “combatants” per this definition. Whereas other analyses in the field make the distinction between female fighters and women associated with non-state armed groups (WAAGs), this analysis does not. The reason is that even women and girls in non-state armed groups who never engage in direct combat

---

18 Trans-women face another array of challenges and experiences during wartime, so it is not appropriate to group them with the experiences of cisgender women and girls in wartime without devoting sufficient analysis to their unique experiences and the role of intersectionality on those experiences.

are often treated by their communities as belligerents, a label that has significant implications for reintegration.20

The term “female combatant” refers to female combatants of all ages because the data on female combatants are typically not disaggregated by age. When necessary (and when possible), the terms “woman combatant” or “girl combatant” will be used to distinguish between female combatants over the age of 18 and those under the age of 18, respectively.

Lastly, “combatants” are considered “ex-combatants” once they have made the decision to demobilize. “Ex-combatants” or “former combatants” include those who have spontaneously demobilized or reintegrated, those who are preparing to enter a DDR program, those entered in a DDR program, and those who have completed a DDR program. When used in this analysis, the term also applies to anyone who currently holds civilian status but was once a combatant. Importantly, the use of the term “ex-combatant” in this context does not imply that all individuals who were once combatants can never reclaim civilian status. Instead of serving to designate someone as a combatant permanently, the term is used to acknowledge an individual’s past participation in a non-state armed group and recognize the unique experiences they might have had or continue to have because of this personal history.

Historical Participation of Female Combatants

Within the past fifty years, female combatants have been involved in armed conflicts in at least 59 countries: 21 in Africa, 13 in Asia, 8 in Europe, and 8 in the Middle East.21 In many of these conflicts, female combatants make up significant proportions of the non-state armed groups involved. Female combatants made up nearly 20 percent of the Maoist insurgent fighting force (CPN-M) in Nepal, 25 percent of the Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front (FMLN) in El Salvador, approximately 30 percent of the revolutionary forces in Nicaragua, Eritrea, and Sri Lanka, and up to 50 percent of some militias in the Lebanese Civil War.22 One scholar pair, Reed Wood and Jakana Thomas, found that women constituted between zero percent and 20-plus percent of the 211” rebel organizations” they analyzed.23 The researchers found that women were members of non-state armed groups on every continent except for Australia and

Antarctica and that female combatants were most prevalent in conflicts in Colombia, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Liberia, Mexico, Nepal, Nicaragua, and Turkey.

![Map showing female combatant prevalence](image)


Another researcher, Alexis Henshaw, analyzed female participation in a random sample of 72 non-state armed groups active for at least two consecutive years from 1990 to 2008. She found that female combatants were present in 60 percent of the non-state armed groups she analyzed.

**Current Participation of Female Combatants**

Precise data on where and to what extent women are currently active in non-state armed groups is difficult if not impossible to find due to the secretive nature of these groups.

---

groups while they are active. To generate approximations of these numbers, scholars must aggregate data from journalistic accounts, academic studies, first-hand accounts, and field studies and reports. Current estimates of female participation in non-state armed groups reveal women and girls typically constitute an estimated one-tenth to one-third of each group. Assuming that levels of female participation have remained relatively stable over the past few decades, this seems like a reasonable estimate.

Even without exact numbers for non-state armed groups, it can be written with certainty that the average proportion of women and girls in non-state armed groups is considerably larger than that of national armies in which female soldiers constitute only about three percent of soldiers worldwide. There are some exceptions to this trend. For instance, one-quarter of Iraqi and Kuwaiti fighters in the First Gulf War were female, and as of mid-2018, 16 percent of enlisted servicemembers and 18 percent of officers in the United States Army are women.

### Female-Only Units

Although in most cases, female combatants make up significantly smaller proportions of non-state armed groups than male combatants, some armed groups of the past and present have had female-only units. The Women’s Artillery Commandos (WAC) was a female unit within the Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD) group during the Liberian Civil War. The aforementioned YPJ, an acronym which when translated means “Women’s

---

Protection Units,” is a YPG brigade comprised of only female combatants.\textsuperscript{30}

**Factors Behind Female Participation**

Recall that some elements of feminist pacifist theory deny that women and girls who take up arms do so as a result of rational behavior to pursue ideological aims. In the field of conflict studies, there is a sticky narrative that insists women choose to join armed groups for personal reasons while men choose to join armed groups for political and ideological reasons.\textsuperscript{31} However, most scholars who specialize in female political violence and thus are intimately familiar with women and girl’s reasons for joining armed groups say that both male and female combatants are motivated to join armed groups by a mixture of political, ideological and personal (that is to say, everything other than political or ideological) reasons.\textsuperscript{32} These personal reasons can be further broken down

\textsuperscript{30} The Kurdish Project, “YPJ: Women’s Protection Units.”

\textsuperscript{31} Eggert, “Female Fighters and Militants During the Lebanese Civil War: Individual Profiles, Pathways, and Motivations,” 5.

into strategic and survival-based reasons as well as social reasons. The table below presents an array of common motivations for joining non-state armed groups organized into three flexible categories. Some motivations might fit into more than one category.

**Table 1: Common Motivations for Joining Non-state Armed Groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Motivations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political &amp; Ideological</td>
<td>• Egalitarianism&lt;br&gt;• Religiosity&lt;br&gt;• Nationalism&lt;br&gt;• Liberation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic &amp; Survival-based</td>
<td>• Financial stability&lt;br&gt;• Personal safety (especially protection from sexual and domestic violence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>• Revenge&lt;br&gt;• Personal networks&lt;br&gt;• Community values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While as mentioned before, both men and women are motivated by many of the same factors, there are certain factors that female combatants cite more often than male combatants as being the primary motivating factor behind their decision to join an armed group. As scholar Jennifer Phillipa Eggert notes, the “two most frequently cited gender-specific reasons are (1) personal experience or fear of sexual violence and (2) participation as a strategy to escape a predestined life with few prospects for equality and self-determination.”33 The existence of gender-specific reasons for joining armed groups

33 Eggert, “Female Fighters and Militants During the Lebanese Civil War: Individual Profiles, Pathways, and Motivations,” 5.
demonstrates that sexism manifested as sexual violence and as sex-based oppression creates conditions that influence female recruitment into non-state armed groups.

**Ideological Motivations**

Studies suggest that there is a correlation between female participation in a non-state armed group and the non-state armed group’s ideology. This finding is contrary to what feminist pacifists would say and in agreement with what feminist egalitarians would say. The aforementioned Wood and Thomas study found that women are more likely to join non-state armed groups that espouse ideology that “challenge(s) traditional social hierarchies,” such as leftist and Marxist-oriented ideologies. They are less likely to join non-state armed groups that espouse ideology that “protect(s) or re-establish(es) these hierarchies,” such as Islamism. The researchers also found data to suggest that religiosity and female participation in non-state armed groups is negatively correlated and found that groups that espouse nationalistic ideologies are no more likely or less likely to attract female participation. In her analysis, Alexis Henshaw found “a lack of support for the idea that women are more likely to join non-state armed groups that support greater rights for women” but found evidence of higher female participation in non-state armed groups with a redistributive philosophy (e.g. Marxist groups).

---

Interviews across conflicts and geographies corroborate the findings of the two scholars. Today, women are seen fighting on behalf of ideology in Chechnya, Iraq, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Turkey, among others. In Nepal, interviews with ex-combatants in the Maoist insurgency (CPN-M) reveal that women and girls were drawn to the group’s egalitarian messaging. CPN-M ex-combatant Sabitra Magar said that she joined the group at the age of 15 because she was “attracted by the slogan of the Maoist about the liberation of minorities and women.” Another CPN-M combatant, Ramita Bhandari, said she joined the group to “end discrimination in society.” Female combatants in Colombia and El Salvador joined armed groups out of a desire to impact society. Maria Eugenia Vazquez Perdomo, an ex-combatant with M-19 in Colombia, said she joined the group for social justice reasons. Ex-combatants of the revolutionary forces in El Salvador said they joined because of the desire for “contact with a social climate that encouraged involvement and provided a sense of immediate opportunity to impact society for the better.”

Women and girls also fight for national liberation and freedom from government oppression. Researchers Speckhard and Akhmedova found among female Chechen fighters “strong evidence of self-recruitment and strong willingness to martyr oneself on

40 Eggert, “Female Fighters and Militants During the Lebanese Civil War: Individual Profiles, Pathways, and Motivations,” 11.
behalf of one’s country and independence of one’s country and independence from Russia.” Fanni Katora, who joined a non-state armed group in Democratic Republic of Congo when she was 13 years old, said that “[her] goal was to change the regime and bring liberation for the Congo.”

Scholars who examined female participation in the Lebanese Civil War found that one of the two most common motivations for joining the war effort was political: “to combat the injustice [the combatants] felt the war created.”

While evidence from quantitative analyses and anecdotal accounts reveal that politics and ideology are motivating factors behind women and girls’ decisions to join armed groups, politics and ideology do not always explain female participation in non-state armed groups even when they appear to do so. Marxist groups in Colombia have relatively high female participation: women are estimated to constitute between 20 to 30 percent of the fighting force in the FARC, for instance. Though it might seem that women join the FARC primarily because of the egalitarian ideology it espouses, personal stories from Farianas (female guerrilla fighters), as well as academic research on female defectors from Colombian rebel groups, reveal that political and ideological motivations are typically not a woman or girl’s primary reason for joining these Marxist groups.

---

43 Gentry and Sjoberg, Beyond Mothers, Monsters, Whores, 130.
45 Eggert, “Female Fighters and Militants During the Lebanese Civil War: Individual Profiles, Pathways, and Motivations,” 18.
One study found that only 28 percent of female defectors from non-state armed groups in Colombia from 2002 to 2004 joined the groups based on political or ideological motivations. It is clear then that the ideology of a non-state armed group influences female participation in the group but also that ideology is not the only reason (or even the primary reason) women and girls join armed groups.

**Strategic and Survival-based Motivations**

While both men and women join non-state armed groups to ensure their safety, survival, and well-being in the insecure environment that is a conflict zone, wartime insecurity is exacerbated for women and girls by the hegemonic masculinity—defined as "norms and institutions that seek to maintain men’s authority over women"—that creates the sexist structures of peacetime which prove destructive to women in wartime. In certain societies, women and girls are constrained by sexist norms that prevent them from working, or if they are allowed to work, from earning the same pay as men. These women and girls rely on male guardians such as husbands, brothers, and fathers to

---

provide for their basic needs. When their male guardians flee, are killed, or join non-state armed groups during wartime, the women and girls who depend on them are left financially insecure.

Interviews with female ex-combatants from various armed groups and geographies demonstrate the role of financial need in shaping a woman or girl’s decision to join a non-state armed group. In Colombia, both Diana and Alejandra, ex-combatants of the FARC and ELN respectively, joined their groups because they were promised financial assistance and education upon joining.\(^{51}\) Neither the FARC nor the ELN delivered on their promises, but by the time the women realized the promises were empty promises, they were prohibited from leaving the groups. A young female ex-combatant interviewed in Liberia recalls losing everything to the civil war and having no other choice but to join a non-state armed group. She explains: [the combatants] burned the house, everything was gone, nothing was there anymore. My parents are dead nobody to take care of us anymore. So I had to provide for my younger ones. So I decided at that time, because the only way to help yourself, or to get food for your family is to be a soldier. So I was having no choice.”\(^{52}\) Another female ex-combatant from Democratic Republic of Congo, Julienne Nsimire, said she joined a Mai-Mai militia because she could not find work.\(^{53}\)

Aside from financial considerations, men and women also join non-state armed groups for protection from violence, but the type of violence that drives women to join

---

\(^{53}\) Shelley, “‘We Are Fighters, Too:’”
non-state armed groups is different from that which motivates men. Women and girls are typically driven to participate in armed groups as a means through which to escape and protect themselves against sexual and gender-based violence, especially domestic violence and sexual violence. In Colombia, relief from domestic violence (including child abuse) is a common factor in motivating women and girls to join non-state armed groups. One pair of researchers that analyzed demobilization patterns within Colombian armed groups estimates that “half of all demobilized women in their study experienced abuse at home.” Another study found that “women [were] twice as likely as men to identify problems in the home as a factor in their decision to join a non-state armed group.”

Anecdotally, Jessica, a female ex-combatant with the FARC explained: “My parents are divorced, and my mother has another husband. I left home because I had problems with him. He tried to take advantage of me. My mother didn't believe me when I told her about it.” In an interview in Democratic Republic of Congo, female ex-combatant Janine Bisimwa said she “left an abusive spouse to join one of the Mai-Mai groups that brought conflict to her village.” Janine “wasn’t concerned by their ideology or politics.” She believed the “violence that [she] went through with [her] husband was

---

54 Gentry and Sjoberg, *Beyond Mothers, Monsters, Whores*, 130.
much harder,” saying that “even if [she] was beaten but eating [while in the non-state armed group], [she] went to sleep well fed.”

As mentioned previously, protection from sexual violence is one of two “most frequently cited gender-specific reasons” women and girls join non-state armed groups. While the prevalence of wartime rape varies by conflict, both state and non-state forces in armed conflict use rape as a strategic tool for accomplishing military and political objectives, “reasserting heteromasculinity” among fighters, and bonding fighters. One tactic women and girls in conflict zones use to defend themselves against wartime rape is to “marry” or otherwise align themselves with a male combatant. While it might seem counterintuitive to join an armed group for protection against the violence perpetrated by armed groups, “bush marriages” as these informal arrangements are sometimes called, afford women and girls “a degree of protection from sexual harassment.” While “married,” they are not subject to gang rape or rape by multiple men over the course of the conflict. However, they are typically still raped by the male combatants they “marry.”

Notably, some men and boys cite protection against sexual violence as reasons for joining non-state armed groups. The difference between their motivations and the motivations of women and girls is that, for the most part, instead of joining the groups to

---

58 Shelley, “We Are Fighters, Too”
59 Eggert, “Female Fighters and Militants During the Lebanese Civil War: Individual Profiles, Pathways, and Motivations,” 5.
62 Ibid., 60.
63 Denov and MacLure, “Engaging the Voices of Girls in the Aftermath of Sierra Leone’s Conflict,” 77.
protect themselves against sexual violence, men and boys join armed groups to protect their female family members from sexual violence.64

Social Motivations

Revenge, community values, and personal networks are additional motivating factors for men and women who choose to join non-state armed groups. Motivated by the desire to retaliate against wrongs done against them, some female Chechen fighters took up arms as a way to avenge the murders of their family members.65 Sima Karki fought with the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in Nepal out of a desire to get revenge against the Maoists:

Maoists came to our home and asked for food and shelter. My mother and father were compelled to provide food at midnight. The next day the army came and tortured to my parents. I was 14 years [old] when I saw them torture my innocent parents. I was angry with the army’s behavior and joined the insurgency to take revenge against the army’s brutality.66

Anecdotal evidence reveals that some women and girl combatants take up arms to avenge sexual violence perpetrated against themselves or their loved ones. According to the female commander of the Widow’s Battalion of the Free Aceh Movement (GAM) in Indonesia, most women and girls joined the group to exact revenge on the Indonesian

military whose soldiers had raped them. A female ex-combatant with the FARC-EP joined the group after being raped by a relative: “When I was twelve, a cousin raped me. I was so mad, I wanted vengeance. I wanted to hurt everyone who had hurt me.” In Liberia, a female ex-combatant with the LURD recalled:

[The combatants] went from door to door to search for civilians. We could hear them in the street. When they came to our house they kicked the door. We were hiding ourselves under the bed. They killed my parents and they raped me. When I came to myself in the hospital I knew within myself I had to fight these men who were doing this to us. The raping had to be stopped, also for all the other women.

Some women and girls who were raped during wartime joined armed groups not out of revenge, but out of necessity after being rejected by their community. Judith Amani, a female ex-combatant in Democratic Republic of Congo, had to join a Mai-Mai militia after she was raped by soldiers (in the group she eventually joined) and then rejected by her village.

In addition to seeking revenge, men and women alike are motivated to join armed groups through contact and encouragement from personal networks. Both women and men gained access to Lebanese militias in the Lebanese Civil War through their personal networks, namely through a male relative that was already involved in the fighting. Many
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female combatants in Liberia became involved in non-state armed groups through their combatant boyfriends.71

It is clear from data and anecdotes that a woman or girl’s decision to join a non-state armed group is a result of careful calculation and rational decision-making. Female combatants are not “insane” or “in denial of their femininity” as the “monster” narrative argues. Rather, they are astutely navigating their insecure environments to ensure relative safety and security for themselves and, for women and girls who join armed groups for protection against sexual violence, are actually hyper-aware of their femininity and the way it is exploited in wartime. Additionally, the fact that men and women share several of the same reasons for joining armed groups demonstrates that both are stakeholders in conflict and have some similar wartime experiences.

Voluntary Participation

While the recruitment pathways listed above are classified as “voluntary participation” in non-state armed groups, many women and girls make the decision to join a non-state armed group under severely constrained circumstances that often stem from sexist institutions or norms. Consider Janine Bisimwa, who chose to join a Mai-Mai militia to escape abuse from her husband, or Judith Amani, who joined a Mai-Mai militia when her village rejected her after she was raped by combatants. Consider also the female ex-combatant in Liberia who lost her parents and her house to the war and chose to join a non-state armed group to survive. In these cases, female combatants’ participation in non-state armed groups would be more accurately described as “not-forced participation” or “not abduction” instead of “voluntary participation.”

Forced Participation

Forced participation, commonly referred to as abduction, into non-state armed groups is a reality for many individuals in regions affected by conflict regardless of their biological sex. While it is difficult to determine precisely how many individuals are forcibly recruited into armed groups worldwide, child soldier recruitment statistics can provide some insight into the matter. A 2017 Secretary-General report on children and armed conflict found that 56 non-state armed groups were currently recruit child soldiers. The data likely underrepresents the actual presence of child soldiers in non-state armed groups as certain factors, such as limited access to armed group recordkeeping, can inhibit accurate data collection.

Anecdotes and quantitative analyses also provide insight into how many females, in particular, are forcibly recruited into non-state armed groups. Scholar Alexis Henshaw found that, out of the 43 non-state armed groups in her sample in which women were present (Henshaw does not distinguish between women and girls in her analysis), 28 percent of the non-state armed groups used forced participation tactics and 72 percent did not. This data suggests that abduction into armed groups is relatively infrequent. However, Henshaw noted that Sub-Saharan Africa was underrepresented in her sample. This might have skewed the numbers lower given that there is evidence that forced recruitment of children is more frequent there than in other regions.
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Tactics used by non-state armed groups to abduct civilians include intimidation (individuals are often recruited into groups that have just killed their families and destroyed their communities), physical and sexual assault, and drugging. Armed groups also employ tactics to prevent forcibly recruited combatants from reintegrating into their civilian communities even if they escape the armed group. These include destroying personal possessions and clothing, and for women and girls, rape, as sexual violence often severs the relationship between women and girls and their communities.\textsuperscript{77}

Forced participation looks different for men and boys than it does for women and girls because of sexist conceptions of the appropriate roles for women (i.e. that they should be confined to domestic roles). In Ishmael Beah’s account of his experience as a child soldier in Sierra Leone, he recalls that upon abduction “[a]ll women and girls were asked to report to the kitchen; men and boys to the ammunition depot, where the soldiers watched their movies and smoked marijuana.”\textsuperscript{78} Forced participation also looks different for women than it does for girls. Girls are more often abducted into non-state armed groups than women “in part due to their younger age and mental and physical development, which often enables the insurgents to more easily influence their thinking and behavior.”\textsuperscript{79} When non-state armed groups kidnap females as “rewards” for

\begin{footnotes}


\end{footnotes}
commanders, they most often select girls over women because of their “hoped-for virginity” and the lower likelihood of them having sexually transmitted illnesses.\(^8^0\)

No matter the exact numbers or relative frequency of forced participation for female combatants, forced participation is a reality that has implications for the experiences of female combatants in non-state armed groups and their reintegration into society.

\(^{80}\) Ibid.
Chapter III: The Female Combatant Experience

Roles of Female Combatants

The majority of women and girls in non-state armed groups hold non-combat, support roles. They work as cooks, spies, childcare attendants, scouts, medics, messengers, translators, and porters; they wash and tailor clothes; and they clean and transport weapons.81 Henshaw’s study, mentioned in chapter 2, found that women held combat roles in 31.9 percent of the non-state armed groups she analyzed and held non-combat roles in 58.3 percent of groups analyzed.82 In the Lebanese militias of the Lebanese Civil War, the percentage of female combatants in combat roles ranged from 0 to 15 percent, but the percentage of female combatants in non-combat roles rose to 50 percent.83 The roles chosen for women in non-state armed groups are domestic and life-affirming, which reveals how the gender norms of peacetime society penetrate the social and occupational hierarchies of armed groups. For instance, the United Self Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC) relegated women to support roles because they believed

women’s visibility in the groups would “make the group appear less machista and intimidating.”

Several support roles held by women and girls in non-state armed groups, such as spies and smugglers, are implicitly dependent upon their sexuality. In the All Tripura Tiger Force (ATTF) in India, women fulfilled roles as “honey traps” to help kidnap and assassinate members of rival groups. Nyere Benjamine Neema, who was a spy in a Mai-Mai militia in Democratic Republic of Congo describes her job: “[She would] dress smartly and go into the villages to share a drink with people from the other non-state armed group,” and then deliver relevant information back to the commanders in her own armed group.

First-hand accounts from both fighters and eyewitnesses reveal that female combatants also engage in direct combat or combat-related activities. Scholar Megan MacKenzie interviewed over 40 female ex-combatants with the LRA in Sierra Leone. Over three-quarters of the women she interviewed reported that they had performed combat duties during their time in the armed group. These included “leading lethal attacks,” “screening and killing pro-rebel civilians,” “poison[ing]/inject[ing] captured war prisoners with either lethal injection or acid,” “[training with] [the AFRC] bush camp [on] how to shoot a gun,” “killing and maiming pro-government forces and civilians,” “gun trafficking,” “killing,” “planning and carrying out attacks on public places,”
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“[doing] execution on commanders of my age group,” “fighting,” “[murdering] children,” and “[being a] weapon cleaner.”87 Karina, a female ex-combatant with the FARC, explained that “inside the FARC, people are taught that gender does not constitute a difference, that things men are capable of doing can also be done by women … If a man was sent to combat, so was a woman.”88 However, because of the prevailing sexist conceptions of women as lesser than men, women are often assigned more dangerous combat roles than their male counterparts. These include clearing minefields, acting as human shields, and being suicide bombers.89 An ICRC study found that women are the “preferred choice” for suicide and infiltration missions because they are “less suspicious,” less likely to be subject to body searches in more conservative societies, and are able to disguise bombs under their clothing as pregnant stomachs.90 Female suicide bombers are active in both religious and secular groups.91

**Sexual Violence**

Women’s sexuality is also exploited by armed groups in more violent and damaging ways. In a report on crimes against women during conflict, Amnesty International wrote that “armies extol, encourage, and enforce male bonding and expressions of virility so that soldiers trust each other, are less ready to display weakness in front of their peers, and become more willing to take the risks that make them a good
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Women and girls in non-state armed groups are often the victims of these “expressions of virility,” suffering sexual violence and harassment perpetrated by their male counterparts.

Women and girls are subject to sexual violence from the moment they join non-state armed groups (and as mentioned in chapter 2, even while they are civilians). Many former combatants have said that sexual violence, including rape and harassment, were part of their non-state armed group’s initiation process. In Zambia, women who joined liberation groups endured abuse and interrogation at the initiation phase. Nancy Saungweme, a former fighter in Zimbabwe remembers that “[her comrades and she] underwent interrogation before [they] were allowed to go to the main camp … [she] was beaten; [her] buttocks hurt. Sometimes [she] wished [she] were dead …”

Once they are members of the non-state armed group, women and girls continue to endure sexual violence from within their ranks. Sex slavery has been reported in non-state armed groups across conflicts and geographies including in the Sub-Saharan rebel movements of the 20th century, especially in Angola, Burundi, Côte d’Ivoire, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Uganda; in Islamist groups in North Africa; and in armed groups in the former Yugoslavia. In an interview, a Ugandan girl soldier recounts the time she was
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selected as a “wife” for a male combatant: “The rebel commander ordered the soldiers to come and choose among the girls to become their ‘wives.’ We were all lined up, and a man … came to me and raped me over and over again. I had to remain with … [him] every night for the two years I was in captivity.”

During the Angolan revolution of 1961, girl soldiers had to serve as sex slaves for the commanders and other men in their unit. Before battle, they had to “dance, entertain, and sexually excite the men” to get them ready to fight. The punishment for failing to carry out these responsibilities was to be “tied to trees and beaten with sticks or killed.”

Sexual violence against women and girls in non-state armed groups have lasting social and physical consequences for female ex-combatants during and after reintegration. As mentioned in chapter 2, some women and girls who are raped during conflict are rejected by their communities. If they are married, their civilian husbands divorce them; if they are unmarried, they are declared unmarriageable. In societies in which a woman or girl’s livelihood is dependent upon her having a husband, being
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divorced or unmarriageable can force her into poverty for the rest of her life.\textsuperscript{104} Women and girls who are raped might also suffer lasting physical effects such as chronic pain, fistula, and infertility, as well as have an increased risk of contracting sexually transmitted illnesses, some of which, like HIV, are incurable and can also lead to infertility.\textsuperscript{105} Infertility is a devastating consequence on its own, but its effects are exacerbated from women and girls in societies in which their value and prospects for success are linked to their ability to bear children.\textsuperscript{106} Lastly, women who become pregnant from rape must face the added challenge of reintegrating with a child, often without support from the father.\textsuperscript{107}

As mentioned in chapter 2, it is common for civilian women and girls to marry male combatants as a way to protect themselves against rape by combatants in non-state armed groups. Women and girl combatants use the same tactic to protect themselves from rape by their fellow male combatants. Quotes from former girl soldiers in the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), a non-state armed group in which 60 percent of girls served as “wives,” contextualize these arrangements.\textsuperscript{108} One girl said, “I was married in

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{104} Jones et al., “The Fallout of Rape as a Weapon of War: The Life-Long and Intergenerational Impacts of Sexual Violence in Conflict,” 3 from Harvard Humanitarian Initiative and Oxfam International, “‘Now, the world is without me’”.
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the bush...it was more advisable to have a husband than to be single. Women and girls were seeking [the attention of] men—especially strong ones for protection from sexual harassment.”

Another girl said, “when one of the commanders proposed love to you, sometimes you had to accept even if you really were not willing to cooperate. This was preferable to being gang-raped.”

One girl recalled,

the girls were serving as wives were treated better, and according to the rank and status of their husbands ... At the beginning, I was raped daily.... I was every man's wife. But later, one of them, an officer, had a special interest in me. He then protected me against others and never allowed others to use me. He continued to [rape me] alone and less frequently.

It is not uncommon for “bush marriages” to dissolve after demobilization when male combatants, especially high-ranking ones, leave their “wives” in search of more “respectable” women after the war. Elisabeth, a girl soldier in Sierra Leone, recalls being rejected by her “husband” at the start of demobilization: “The last time when I asked him if that’s the way to treat me, he only told me that now the war is over; we only got married while the war lasted—now that the war has ended the marriage should be ended too.”

When these “bush marriages” end, women and girls are left without a
“husband” to help support their children, and as mentioned before, without a male guardian to secure their livelihoods.\textsuperscript{114}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Men and Boys as Victims of Sexual Violence}
\end{center}

Boys and men are also victimized by sexual violence in conflict-affected settings. Protection against sexual violence is also a legitimate motivating factor for men and boys who decide to join armed groups.\textsuperscript{115} Though sexual violence has devastating consequences for both males and females, certain consequences of sexual violence, such as pregnancy, sexual dysfunction, and gynecological problems leading to infertility, are faced exclusively by women and girls.\textsuperscript{116}

\section*{Inattention to Reproductive Health and Denial of Maternity}

Despite the nearly constant exploitation of female sexuality in non-state armed groups, female reproductive health is widely ignored in them. Women typically receive minimal healthcare while in non-state armed groups. If they give birth, they are often left to do so on their own with no care provided to themselves or to their babies, which can result in poor infant health.\textsuperscript{117} Indeed, one doctor at a hospital in Sierra Leone found that 20 to 50 percent of babies born to female combatants that were brought to the hospital were dying because of malnourishment or illness.\textsuperscript{118}

As Ana Cutter Patel writes in her book \textit{Disarming the Past}, some non-state armed groups deny maternity to their female combatants by imposing consequences on those who become pregnant, strictly regulating pregnancies, mandating the use of
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contraception, and performing forced abortions.\textsuperscript{119} In the CPN-M, female combatants risk removal from their positions if they became pregnant.\textsuperscript{120} In the ELN, a female combatant wishing to become pregnant must get authorization from leadership to do so and the group will only support pregnant female combatants (that is, care for the women during pregnancy and move the child to safety after birth) if they have been in a relationship for at least three years.\textsuperscript{121} In some instances, ELN leadership will allow a female combatant to return home to deliver the baby then return to the group after six months, or in some cases, leave the group permanently.\textsuperscript{122} The FARC, on the other hand, forces its rank-and-file female combatants to use contraception and to abort pregnancies.\textsuperscript{123} Andrea, a female combatant in the FARC recalls her experience with forced abortion at age 11: “The worst thing [about membership in the FARC] is that you can't have a baby. Two years ago, in 2000, I got pregnant. They gave me an abortion, but they didn't tell me in advance that they were going to do it. They told me they were checking on it. I wanted to have the baby.”\textsuperscript{124}

**Female Leadership**

Though women and girls in non-state armed groups are subjected to violence, oppression, and brutality, some female combatants enjoy marginal gains during wartime that their civilian counterparts do not. One benefit female combatants enjoy in non-state
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armed groups is the opportunity to hold positions of leadership. In her study on women’s participation in armed rebel groups, Henshaw found that the rate of women’s participation in leadership roles varied greatly by region. Groups in Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and North Africa, and Asia had the lowest rates of female participation in leadership roles and Europe and South America had rates between 66 percent and 100 percent. Of the five non-state armed groups she examined in South America—the ELN and FARC in Colombia, UNRG in Guatemala, and MRTA and SEND in Peru—all included women in leadership roles.\textsuperscript{125} However, even women in leadership in non-state armed groups are not immune to the destructive effects of sexism because a female commander’s sexuality influences the level of respect she is given by her male counterparts. As Andrea, an ex-Sandinista fighter explained, “[the male soldiers] have to respect you as a sister, a compañera. You cannot go to bed with any of them. If you do so … they do not respect you afterwards.”\textsuperscript{126}
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Chapter IV: Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration

What is Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration?

A key component of the peace process, disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR) is the controlled process through which combatants transition out of their non-state armed groups and into civilian society by way of physically leaving their non-state armed groups, surrendering their weapons, and rejoining their communities. DDR programs are typically administered and funded at first by third-party actors to a conflict, such as UN agencies and commissions, foreign governments, individual community members, local NGOs, international NGOs, intergovernmental organizations, community-based organizations, regional communities (e.g. Central African Economic and Monetary Community), and international financial institutions like the World Bank. After the initial implementation, DDR planners work to “build national capacity” in the host nation so that local and national governments can continue the peace process in the long term. They accomplish this through the creation of an in-country working group known as the National Commission for Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (NCDDR) comprised of actors party to the conflict, including the national government, and third-party actors such as representatives from the UN. Guidelines for DDR programs are drawn from international legal frameworks on human rights and
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refugee rights, as well as from the laws of the host nation. The mandates are left vague so planners from the administering agency and representatives from the local community can design a DDR program tailored to each unique conflict.¹²⁹

As the name suggests, DDR programs include three components: disarmament, demobilization and reintegration. Some definitions of DDR include a subcomponent—reinsertion—that occurs concurrently with demobilization and before reintegration. The UN definitions of each component, published in 2005 by former Secretary-General Kofi Annan, are the following:

1. “Disarmament is the collection, documentation, control and disposal of small arms, ammunition, explosives and light and heavy weapons of combatants and often also of the civilian population. Disarmament also includes the development of responsible arms management [programs].”¹³⁰

2. “Demobilization is the formal and controlled discharge of active combatants from armed forces or other non-state armed groups. The first stage of demobilization may extend from the processing of individual combatants in temporary [centers] to the massing of troops in camps designated for this purpose (cantonment sites, encampments, assembly areas or barracks). The second stage of demobilization encompasses the support package provided to the demobilized, which is called reinsertion.”¹³¹

¹³¹ Ibid.
3. “Reinsertion is the assistance offered to ex-combatants during demobilization but prior to the longer-term process of reintegration. Reinsertion is a form of transitional assistance to help cover the basic needs of ex-combatants and their families and can include transitional safety allowances, food, clothes, shelter, medical services, short-term education, training, employment and tools. While reintegration is a long-term, continuous social and economic process of development, reinsertion is a short-term material and/or financial assistance to meet immediate needs and can last up to one year.”\textsuperscript{132}

4. “Reintegration is the process by which ex-combatants acquire civilian status and gain sustainable employment and income. Reintegration is essentially a social and economic process with an open time frame, primarily taking place in communities at the local level. It is part of the general development of a country and a national responsibility and often necessitates long-term external assistance.”\textsuperscript{133}

A Brief History of DDR

DDR has existed as long as violent conflict has existed. One of the earliest examples of DDR occurred during the Roman-Etruscan wars when “tens of thousands of soldiers were voluntarily disarmed and returned to their villages.”\textsuperscript{134} Contemporary DDR programs have been in place since at least 1989 when the UN Observer Group in Central America (ONUCA) became the first peacekeeping mission with a mandate to support a

\textsuperscript{132} Ibid.
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DDR process.\textsuperscript{135} Since then, there have been at least 60 DDR initiatives worldwide.\textsuperscript{136} Most recently, during the years 2017-2018, the DDR team associated with the UN Office of Rule of Law and Security Institutions (OROLSI) was involved in DDR initiatives in 3 capacities and 15 locations (see below).

- In peacekeeping operations: Central African Republic (MINUSCA), Democratic Republic of Congo (MONUSCO), Haiti (MINUSTAH and MINUJUSTH), Mali (MINUSMA), Darfur (UNAMID), and South Sudan (UNMISS)
- In special political missions: Burundi, Colombia, Libya, Somalia, Syria, and Yemen
- In non-mission locations: Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria, and Republic of the Congo.\textsuperscript{137}

\textbf{UN Security Council Resolution 1325 and the 2005 Integrated DDR Standards}

In 2000, the United Nations Security Council passed Resolution 1325 (A/RES/1325), which called for increased gender sensitivity in all UN missions devoted to peace and security.\textsuperscript{138} In it, the UNSC “encourage[d] all those involved in the planning for disarmament, demobilization and reintegration to consider the different needs of female and male ex-combatants and to take into account the needs of their
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dependents.” In 2006, in response to A/RES/1325 and other UN documents on DDR, the Inter-Agency Working Group on Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration created the integrated DDR Standards (IDDRS) framework to expand and improve DDR programs and give consideration to the needs of special groups, including women and girls. The most recent Operational Guide to IDDRS, published in 2014, references A/RES/1325 on several occasions and pays special attention to the needs of women and girls and the challenges they face during DDR in the areas of assessment, eligibility, information and sensitization, verification, cantonment site design, basic needs provisioning, benefits distribution, job training, resettlement (especially regarding land disputes), and psychosocial treatment. The Operational Guide also calls for more women to be included in the development, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of DDR programs.

139 Ibid., 3.
Chapter V: Women, Girls, and DDR

Despite its creators’ efforts to make DDR more accessible to female combatants, as scholar Dyan Mazurana writes, “the theory of IDDRS is a far cry from the practice of DDR programs in the recent past and today.”

Statistics on female combatant’s participation are generally lacking, in itself an indication of the lack of focus placed on including women and girls in the peace process, but a few numbers from within the past 30 years demonstrate the underrepresentation of women and girls in DDR. In Angola, the DDR program for combatants in the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) that ran in the early 1990s identified only 60 women out of an estimated 30,000 total fighters for entry into the program.

Several reports by media and human rights agencies revealed that a much larger number of female combatants were involved with UNITA. In a 2006 report of the Secretary-General, Kofi Annan wrote that early DDR programs in Sierra Leone and Liberia failed to include female combatants, supporters, and dependents and that programs in Democratic Republic of Congo and Burundi denied female porters, cooks, and sex slaves entry into the programs.

In early DDR programs in Colombia (2004-2008), only 9 percent of combatants enrolled were women or girls. This number is striking given that between 20 to 30 percent of combatants in just one of the groups, the FARC, are female.
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Exclusion of Women and Girls from DDR Programs

The exclusion of women and girls in the DDR process begins at the peace negotiations phase. During peace talks, negotiators decide who the conflict-specific DDR program will recognize as a combatant and set the requirements for entry into the program.147 Women are rarely involved in such discussions.148 The absence of women in peace talks is evident in how the eligibility requirements of most DDR programs prioritize male fighters who hold combat roles in their non-state armed groups over women, girls, and even boys who hold supporting roles.149 As mentioned before, most female combatants operate in support roles, so DDR programs that underemphasize the need to demobilize combatants in support roles will exclude women and girls in higher numbers.150

One way in which women and girls are excluded from DDR programs is through discriminatory eligibility requirements. DDR programs typically rely on weapons collection and weapons procedure tests to identify individuals eligible for entry into the
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Pre-IDDRS guidelines stipulated that all combatants had to surrender their weapons and demonstrate proficiency in the use of the weapons in order to be eligible for DDR programs. Because most female combatants do not have their own weapons or arm themselves from a “communal source” of weapons, the “one person, one gun” rule had the effect of excluding female combatants in support roles from entry into DDR programs. In Sierra Leone, 46 percent of combatants who chose not to enroll in the 1999-2004 DDR program “cited not having a weapon as the basis for their lack of participation.” The IDDRS approach to DDR strikes the “one person, one gun” rule and allows group disarmament (one gun per group of combatants). However, it is still common for DDR officials to disallow group disarmament policies and operate according to the “one person, one gun” rule. Moreover, even if post-IDDRS DDR programs allow for group disarmament, DDR staff often fail to communicate the policy change to combatants who continue to act on the presumption that the “one gun, one person” requirement is still in place. For women and girls without weapons, this means demobilizing and reintegrating without the help of a DDR program.

Even DDR programs whose eligibility criteria are inclusive of women and girls might inadvertently exclude women and girls by using ineffective pathways through which to communicate with female combatants in non-state armed groups. Some DDR
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programs educate combatants on the DDR program through informational videos.\textsuperscript{156} In certain societies, women and girls are not allowed to watch videos in public, so they miss out on getting necessary information through this medium.\textsuperscript{157} In many DDR programs, commanders act as conduits between DDR personnel and rank-and-file combatants. DDR program coordinators rely on commanders to communicate relevant logistical information about the program to the combatants and to gather information on the size and composition of the armed group. Reliance on commanders creates information asymmetry that disadvantages female combatants. Without the necessary oversight, commanders can fudge troop counts and exclude women from the lists they give to DDR personnel with the names of combatants eligible for DDR, instead opting to include their own family members and close friends.\textsuperscript{158} They can also provide women and girls with false information about the DDR process to discourage them from enrolling. Reports from former girl combatants in the Civil Defense Forces (CDF) during DDR in Sierra Leone reveal that commanders deceived or forced female combatants into surrendering their weapons to commanders before arriving at the assembly centers. Since “one-person, one-gun” was still in place at the time, weapon-less combatants could not prove their combatant status and were denied entry into the program.\textsuperscript{159} In other cases, commanders stripped women and girl combatants of their guns and gave them to male combatants so they could enter the DDR programs.\textsuperscript{160}
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Even if the policies and protocol for admitting combatants into DDR programs are inclusive of women and girls, sexism can still block female combatants from gaining entry into the programs. When DDR personnel themselves hold mistaken beliefs about the presence of women and girls in armed groups, they might deny them entry even if they are able to prove their combatant status.161 During the civil war in Sierra Leone, then-Deputy Minister of Defense and National Coordinator of the CDF, Samuel Hingga Norman, publicly stated that women were not part of the CDF. DDR personnel in charge of the program in Sierra Leone believed this lie, and when asked by researchers why women and girls in the CDF were not represented in the DDR program, the officials responded that “they saw hundreds of women and girls come in claiming they were CDFs, but [they] knew those forces only contained men, so [they] took their weapons and turned them all away.”162 DDR personnel in the same program also turned away women and girls because, as they claimed, the purpose of the program was to demobilize core fighting forces.163 “Wives” and other “minority” members of the group were to be excluded from the program, including women and girls who were abducted into the group.164

Challenges during Cantonment

If women and girls are granted entry into DDR programs, they face another set of obstacles during cantonment. Once they have left their non-state armed groups,

161 Dyan and Linda, "Women and Girls and Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR),” 205.
162 Dyan and Linda, "Women and Girls and Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR),” 205-6.
163 The irony here, of course, is that had the women and girls in the armed group not performed the vital tasks essential to sustaining the groups, there would be no core fighting force.
164 Ibid.
combatants gather in cantonment sites, encampments, assembly centers, or barracks while they receive assistance. Perhaps because of a lack of female representation among DDR planners, the needs of women, predominantly those relating to hygiene and personal safety, are not anticipated or addressed in cantonment centers. Women and girls sometimes leave cantonment sites after only a few days because of unsafe housing arrangements and inadequate provisioning of hygiene and healthcare supplies, particularly female hygiene items. One study on an interim care center for child combatants in Sierra Leone reported that 45 percent of them “did not receive proper sanitation materials, including soap, shampoo, and feminine hygiene products.” In El Salvador, Rina Garay, an NGO worker involved with the DDR program for ex-combatants from the FMLN reported that “there was simply no real awareness of women’s most basic needs—not even the provision of feminine hygiene products, for example.” While both of these reports predate the creation of the IDDRS guidelines, if cantonment provisioning is as slow on the uptake as gender-aware eligibility requirements, it is fair to assume current DDR programs are similarly lacking in this area.

A study of female ex-combatants in the RUF revealed that several women and girls left cantonment sites after being deemed eligible for DDR due to housing

---

arrangements that made them feel unsafe because of the presence of too many men combined with too little protection. One female ex-combatant, Agnes E., left her cantonment center after three days because “there were too many people crowded in, too many men with nothing to do. The security was bad.”\textsuperscript{169} Child combatant Christiana R. recalls leaving an adult cantonment center because of the sleeping arrangements, saying, “as a woman, I could not stay there.”\textsuperscript{170} Moreover, because women and girls demobilize alongside male combatants from their non-state armed groups, it is likely that during their time in cantonment centers, they will continue to live alongside their rapists and other men and boys who exploited them.

**Challenges Upon Reinsertion and Reintegration**

As mentioned earlier, financial insecurity is one reason women and girls (and men and boys) join non-state armed groups. DDR programs typically provide financial assistance to ex-combatants with the assumption that “without this safety net, fighters are more likely to return to armed struggle or take up criminal activities.”\textsuperscript{171} Despite warnings to the contrary by scholars and the IDDRS guidelines themselves, DDR programs typically provide financial assistance to ex-combatants through cash payments because cash is liquid and allows for more flexibility of use.\textsuperscript{172} Cash payments prove discriminatory for women and girl combatants because the amount of cash given often

\textsuperscript{169} Mazurana and Carlson, “From Combat to Community: Women and Girls of Sierra Leone,” 20.
\textsuperscript{170} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{171} Williams, “Women in Armed Groups Are More than Just an Exotic Novelty.”
correlates with rank in the non-state armed group. Because women are less likely to hold high rank than men, they receive smaller sums. In addition, several female ex-combatants have reported that male commanders or husbands have stolen their cash assistance.

Job training initiatives in DDR programs are also discriminatory. Though some women and girls hold non-traditional roles in their armed groups, such as medics, weapons cleaners, and unit commanders, DDR job training for female combatants is typically only available for traditional female jobs like sewing and cooking. As one researcher explains, “society would have [female combatants] learning how to sew or be domestic helpers, rather than being carpenters, masons, bricklayers or computer repairers.” Not only is this insulting to the women and girls who are overqualified for the jobs for which DDR programs provide training but also female combatants frustrated by the lack of job options available to them are more likely to remobilize or become involved in organized crime.

Once female combatants have gone through the demobilization and reinsertion phases of DDR, they must begin the long-lasting process of reintegrating into their civilian communities, which can be a time of great insecurity. There are several wartime and post-conflict factors that determine how open a community will be to

---

173 McLoughlin, “Cash Payments in DDR Programmes.”
174 Ibid.
176 Ibid.
receiving female ex-combatants. These factors include its willingness to accept combatants who have broken societal norms or committed taboos, the unemployment and poverty levels in the community, and the government’s attitudes towards female combatants in general.\textsuperscript{179} Many of these societal norms, taboos, and attitudes are informed by sexist conceptions of the relationship between women and war.\textsuperscript{180} As Dyan Mazurana and Linda Eckerbom Cole explain:

[Reintegration] is an especially challenging time for women and girls known to have been in armed groups because their violations of traditional forms of female respectability, so often tied up with patriarchal constructions of chastity and virtue, will put them at odds with how traditional forms of femininity are often re-entrenched in the post-conflict. Their families may stigmatize and ostracize them, particularly at first, when they do not meet expected gender norms and behaviors.\textsuperscript{181}

Harking back to chapter 1 and the feminist theories of female participation in political violence, receiving communities might perceive returning female combatants according to the “mothers, monsters, and whore” narratives or derivatives thereof. Evidence for gendered perceptions of female violence is clear in the way female combatants are described by others. Civilians in Sierra Leone, Liberia, Sri Lanka, and Peru have described female combatants as “monsters” and “barbarians” and claimed they


\textsuperscript{180} Research conducted by McKay and Mazurana reveal that girls are forced to perform behaviors in violation of taboos to a greater extent than boys; see McKay and Mazurana, Where Are the Girls?: Girls in Fighting Forces in Northern Uganda, Sierra Leone, and Mozambique: Their Lives During and After War, 36.

were “more cold-blooded and cruel than male fighters.” These claims are unlikely to be based wholly in reality and much more likely to be based in societal conceptions of femininity and masculinity. As Chris Coulter writes, “fighting is conceived to be included in the moral universe of men in ways that it is not for women, and fighting women are frequently considered by their very existence to be transgressing accepted female [behavior].”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holding Female Combatants Accountable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As with any individual involved in armed conflict, female combatants who commit war crimes should be tried for their crimes and prosecuted if they are found guilty. However, decision-makers within the judicial system must take into careful consideration the biases present in eyewitness accounts of female perpetrators of violence when evaluating each case.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


184 Coulter, “Female Fighters in the Sierra Leone War: Challenging the Assumptions?,” 63.
Chapter VI: Toward More Gender-aware DDR

Because of the discriminatory and gender-unaware practices of most DDR programs in existence today, many women and girls will not reintegrate through DDR programs, either foregoing them from the beginning or dropping out along the way. Instead, they will choose to spontaneously reintegrate.185 Women and girls who spontaneously reintegrate will not receive the material, physical, psychosocial, legal, and financial support that DDR programs offer.186 These women are more likely to end up impoverished and alienated from their communities.

As is clear from the previous chapter, most if not all of the challenges women and girls face during the DDR process are related to how sexism and gender-based expectations have shaped their wartime experiences and will shape their post-war lives. Solutions to these challenges must be congruous with their origins; in other words, gender-aware DDR can be accomplished by 1) realizing and acknowledging the pervasive role that sex and gender play in a female combatant’s experiences, and 2) crafting solutions that account for this. Indeed, there is evidence that gender-aware practices in DDR actually contribute to the inclusion of more women and girls. For instance, when the DDR program in Liberia changed its eligibility criteria to allow entry to female combatants, the program expanded to include 20,000 female beneficiaries.187

185 Laurén Ettinger, “One Man, One Gun, No More: Exploring Women’s Experiences in Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration” (George Mason University, 2016), 67, mars.gmu.edu/bitstream/handle/1920/10806/Ettinger_thesis_2016.pdf?...1...y from McKay and Mazurana, Where Are the Girls?: Girls in Fighting Forces in Northern Uganda, Sierra Leone, and Mozambique: Their Lives During and After War, 36.
186 Bouta, Frerks, and Bannon, Gender, Conflict, and Development, 18.
Within the past decade, scholars have published studies and reports on how to adjust traditional DDR practices to ensure the needs of women and girls are met. These guidelines span all phases of DDR from the pre-implementation phase through the reintegration phase. The framework for gender-aware DDR is so extensive that it could be the topic of a thesis in and of itself (some analyses of gender-aware DDR are dozens of pages in length). Below are a few suggestions from the existing literature, including IDDRS guidelines, as well as the author’s original ideas. The suggestions are organized into categories to more clearly demonstrate how they address the sex- and gender-related aspects of a female combatant’s experience:

1. Gendered perceptions of conflict, violence, and violent actors
2. Victimization, personal safety, security, and well-being
3. Gender roles, gender norms, and differential treatment by gender
4. Biological differences between the sexes

Pre-implementation Phase

| Gendered Perceptions of Conflict, Violence, and Violent Actors | • Involve gender experts and women’s civil society groups in peace negotiations and DDR planning to ensure negotiating parties have sufficient understanding of how gender will affect DDR\(^{188}\)  
| | o Could be done by inviting these individuals and groups to be mediators themselves or to share their ideas with negotiators in a symposium format\(^{189}\) |


\(^{189}\) Ibid., 19.
| Victimization, Personal Safety, Security, and Well-being | • Include a provision in DDR program mandates for unannounced visits and frequent evaluations by DDR planners to ensure DDR personnel are complying with gender-sensitive requirements (e.g. not turning away women or girls at the door just because they do not have a weapon to turn in)  
• Encourage national commissions on DDR (NCDDRS) to collaborate with government ministries that work with women’s rights\(^{190}\)  
• Encourage NCDDRS to hire women into DDR planning, implementation, and evaluation roles\(^{191}\) |
| --- | --- |
| Gender Norms, Gender Roles, and Differential Treatment by Gender | • Ensure that female-only transportation is available for all female combatants wishing to enroll in DDR programs  
• Develop initiatives to locate spontaneously reintegrated women and girls and communicate to them the benefits of entering a DDR program\(^{192}\)  
• Mandate the release of abducted women and girls in peace agreements\(^{193}\)  
• Provide DDR planners with education on the cultural norms and gender roles present in the host society  
• Issue gender-sensitive questionnaires to be distributed within the non-state armed groups to develop a socioeconomic profile of the combatants (for use in the reintegration phase)\(^{194}\)  
  o Separate data by gender and age  
• Invite women to hold positions in DDR program management and evaluation\(^{195}\)  
• Provide information on the DDR program to female combatants in a medium they are culturally allowed to consume\(^{196}\) |

\(^{191}\) Ibid.  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological Differences Between the Sexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Establish communication channels between trusted female DDR staff and female combatants (especially female commanders)...
  - to get an accurate representation of the number of women and girls in the non-state armed group(s) to be demobilized as well as their roles in the group(s)
  - to communicate the eligibility requirements and logistic details of the DDR program (e.g. no need for each combatant to have a weapon) |

---

### Disarmament and Demobilization Phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gendered Perceptions of Conflict, Violence, and Violent Actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Do not require that each woman or girl turn in a weapon to be eligible for DDR
  - Instead use the IDDRS flowchart (as adapted to each unique DDR program) to determine what phase of DDR a female combatant is eligible for
|

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Victimization, Personal Safety, Security, and Well-being</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Create separate facilities for male and female ex-combatants (bathrooms, bunks, etc.)
  - Create separate, coed facilities for families if desired by ex-combatants
  - Ensure female-only facilities are fenced off, well-lit and staffed by guards 24/7
- Ensure high representation of women in cantonment center staff, including counselors and healthcare providers
- Offer STI testing, treatment, and counseling (preferably in facilities separated by sex)

---

197 Farr, “Gender-Aware Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR): A Checklist,” 4;
198 Williams, “Women in Armed Groups Are More than Just an Exotic Novelty.”
199 See Appendix B.
200 Williams, “Women in Armed Groups Are More than Just an Exotic Novelty.”
201 Bouta, “Gender and Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration: Building Blocs for Dutch Policy;”
202 Williams, “Women in Armed Groups Are More than Just an Exotic Novelty.”
203 Williams, “Women in Armed Groups Are More than Just an Exotic Novelty.”
| Gender Norms, Gender Roles, and Differential Treatment by Gender | • Conduct private interviews by female interviewers with female ex-combatants to learn more about their experiences and needs\textsuperscript{203}  
  • If possible, collect testimonies from female ex-combatants about their experiences with sexual violence for future use in the local justice system if they choose to pursue a case\textsuperscript{204}  
  • Ensure female ex-combatants have safe transportation to their communities after they exit the cantonment center\textsuperscript{205} |
| Biological Differences Between the Sexes | • Allow women and girls to enroll in the program independently of their male partner\textsuperscript{206}  
  • Offer equal opportunities for female ex-combatants to be retained in state security forces if they wish\textsuperscript{207}  
  • Offer childcare services so that women and girls can attend trainings and briefings  
  • Keep mothers and children (or entire families) together throughout the DDR process\textsuperscript{208}  
  • Train women in jobs that match their skill level and experience, including non-traditional roles such as doctors, lawyers, police officers, election organizers, and political candidates\textsuperscript{209}  
  • Provision sufficient hygiene supplies (shampoo, soap, toothpaste, toilet paper, toothbrushes), especially feminine hygiene supplies (10 days’ supply for each female ex-combatant per month)  
  • Provide private spaces for nursing mothers to feed their children  
  • Provide sexual health education and family planning services (including male and female condoms) to all participants\textsuperscript{210} |

\textsuperscript{203} Ibid., 5.  
\textsuperscript{204} United Nations, “Operational Guide to the Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration Standards,”\textsuperscript{211} 211.  
\textsuperscript{205} Ibid., 6.  
\textsuperscript{206} Ibid., 4.  
\textsuperscript{207} Ibid., 5.  
\textsuperscript{208} United Nations, “Operational Guide to the Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration Standards,”\textsuperscript{212} 212.  
## Reintegration Phase

| Gendered Perceptions of Conflict, Violence, and Violent Actors | - Invite civil society groups to engage local informal and formal female leaders in working with the community to ensure female ex-combatants are successfully reintegrated\(^\text{211}\)  
- Educate women and girls on opportunities in their communities to exercise activism |
| --- | --- |
| Victimization, Personal Safety, Security, and Well-being | - Establish “gender-responsive” public safety programs in communities with high proportions of ex-combatants\(^\text{212}\)  
- Collaborate with the community to design initiatives to protect women and girls from sexual and domestic violence in their receiving communities\(^\text{213}\) |
| Gender Norms, Gender Roles, and Differential Treatment by Gender | - Provide women and girls with non-cash financial assistance such as food vouchers or medical benefits\(^\text{214}\)  
- Consider how financial reintegration assistance can best be combined with women’s typical avenues for money management (e.g. rotational loan and credit schemes)\(^\text{215}\) |
| Biological Differences Between the Sexes | |

As with any human-run initiative, incentives are needed to ensure gender-sensitive DDR is carried out. These can include quotas for the number of women involved in peace negotiations and DDR planning, conditional funding based on the involvement of women, gender experts, and civil society groups, unannounced evaluations of the program to ensure DDR personnel are complying with gender-aware guidelines, and the use of earmarking to ensure enough of the program budget is

\(^{211}\) Ibid.  
\(^{214}\) Williams, “Women in Armed Groups Are More than Just an Exotic Novelty.”  
allocated for addressing the needs of women and girl participants, such as the provisioning of feminine hygiene supplies.\textsuperscript{216} However, just incentivizing gender-aware measures through quotas, funding, and unannounced evaluations is not enough. DDR planners and their partners in the community must develop an intimate understanding of the subtle and overt ways in which sexism shapes a female combatant’s experience. With this knowledge, they will better be able to anticipate the needs of female combatants and provide flexible solutions to address those needs.

Conclusion

Sexism is a self-perpetuating phenomenon that makes itself home in insecure warzone environments. Sexism creates the conditions that compel women and girls to join armed movements, and sexism fuels nasty narratives that describe the same women and girls as depraved, inhuman, and irrational. Sexism manifests itself in pervasive sexual violence during wartime and underlies the gendered expectations by which communities justify rejecting sexually-victimized women and girls. Sexism designates women as builders of peace, then sabotages the peace process to their detriment.

In many cases, wartime marks a *de facto* suspension of peacetime norms during which traditional social hierarchies become more malleable. Societies can capitalize on this suspension of norms by promoting equality and opportunity for women and girls in the peace process. Introducing gender awareness into the peace process by designing DDR programs that anticipate and address the needs, experiences, and challenges faced by women and girls, is just one way institutions can begin to disrupt the perpetuation of sexism during war. Above all, the best way to support positive outcomes for women and girls in post-conflict environments is to make space for women in the local, national, and international institutions that usher in peace after conflict. Ideally, women and men should be equally represented in peace negotiations, among DDR planners and staffers, within the war criminal justice system, and in civil society groups. Ensuring the equal representation of women in post-conflict environments is a necessary step in the ever-relevant process of post-conflict reconstruction.
## Appendices

### Appendix A:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Africa</th>
<th>Americas</th>
<th>Asia</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>Middle East</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Macedonia</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>Former Yugoslav</td>
<td>Yemen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Dyan and Linda, “Women and Girls and Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration,” Table 7.1., pg. 149.*
Appendix B:

Source: United Nations, “Operational Guide to the Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration Standards, “Figure 5.10.2: Female eligibility criteria for DDR, pg. 207."
Appendix C:

[Highlight added]

Resolution 1925 (2010)

Adopted by the Security Council at its 6324th meeting, on 28 May 2010

The Security Council,

Recalling its previous resolutions and the statements of its President concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo,

Reaffirming its commitment to the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of the Democratic Republic of the Congo,

Acknowledging the progress made in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, considering the challenges it has had to overcome during the past 15 years,

Stressing the primary responsibility of the Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo for ensuring security in its territory and protecting its civilians with respect for the rule of law, human rights and international humanitarian law, stressing the urgency of implementing comprehensive security sector reform and of achieving as appropriate the disarmament, demobilization, reintegration (DDR) of Congolese armed groups, and the disarmament, demobilization, repatriation, resettlement and reintegration (DDRRR) of foreign armed groups for the long-term stabilization of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, considering the need to create the security conditions for ensuring sustainable economic development, and stressing the importance of the contribution made by international partners in these fields,

Stressing the significant security challenges in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, in particular in the Kivus and Orientale Province, posed by the continued presence of armed groups, the ongoing need to establish effective State authority, the possible resurgence of conflicts as internally displaced persons and refugees return and the continued illegal exploitation of natural resources, and determined to avoid a security vacuum that could trigger renewed instability in the country,

Encouraging the countries of the Great Lakes region to maintain a high level of commitment to jointly promote peace and stability in the region, including through existing regional mechanisms, and to intensify their efforts on regional economic development,

Stressing that the Goma and Nairobi processes as well as the 23 March 2009 Agreements have contributed to stabilize the situation in the eastern part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and urging all parties to fully abide by these agreements,
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